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Little Harry - The man known for his hits in the mid 80’s like
“Anarexol Body”, “Long time ago” and “Jessat Promotion”
obtained stardom as an early teen when partnering
with King Yelloman and Billy Boyo [RIP].
Born in Saint Thomas, he started deejaying at the age of
ten. The first soundsystem he featured on was Black Lion,
which played at the Land Top in Port Morant. When Little
Harry went to a pushcart derby and competition in Port
Morant Square at a place called Cotton Tree Toby, the
owner of Aquarius sound that played that evening, let him
take the microphone. It was a pure success. The following
Sunday, Little Harry had the opportunity to deejay at an Aces
Disco dance that was at a place called Prospect down by
the Blue Macho Beach. The same night Little Harry got a
contract too deejay on the sound system.
In 1981 Little Harry entered the J.C.D.J National D.J.
competition at the legendary Skateland. Even though
Yellowman was the winner of the competition Little Harry was
very well received. He and Yellowman became friends and
were soon deejaying on the same dances. The record “Live
at the Aces; Feeding in the Dance Hall” (1982) which featured
Yellowman, Fathead, Jah Rubaal and Little Harry, was the
first time his voice was heard on record.

The following year, 1983, Little Harry started deejay for
Junjo’s legendary sound Volcano. He also recorded an
album for Junjo, a clash album between himself and fellow
child deejay Billy Boyo. It was released by Greensleeves
records as most of Junjo’s albums were at the time.
Little Harry being the winner of the clash.
In 1984 Little Harry moved once again, this time to
King Jammy for whom he recorded several songs.
In 1986 he started deejaying for King Sturmars
Hifi. And the year after he recorded one of his
biggest hits, “Anorexal Body” for Skengdon.
After some quiet years, Harry teamed up with the
Switzerland based production crew called High Smile HiFi
to relaunch his career as a deejay. The crew consits of
three members: Icky Top, the musical backbone behind
High Smile HiFi’s productions. He’s deep into music
from a long time already, playing various instruments and
producing beats and riddims for almost two decades
now. Kebilli & Pappa Irie, are the crew’s selectors and
run things at Top Smile Records, who forms a strong
partnership with Reggae Fever record store.
High Smile HiFi was officially founded in 2012 with the aim
to produce top class, vintage sounding heavyweight DIGITAL
REGGAE. Soon after they recorded the first dubplate
with Little Harry aka ‘The Youngest Veteran. This marked
the start of a successful collaboration.
The first common 7” called “Hard Life”, was released in 2014,
followed by “No Friend A Dem” in 2015, both released on
the Top Smile record label. The collaboration now goes
forward into it’s second year and more tunes will hopefully
follow in the future. Oh and don’t forget to check out the
top ranking retro-styled video for “No Friend A Dem”, shot in
Jamaica with the Youngest Veteran himself!
In the last 16 months, Top Smile Records released
a total of 8 x 7” singles, featuring Tenna Star, Ras
Negus I, Speng Bond & S’Kaya and lots of dubplates
featuring artits like Skarra Mucci, Daddy Freddy, General
Levy and Derrick Parker, to name a few.

Take a look on www.highsmilehifi.com to hear
the crew’s recent musical output.
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